Climate change
Coming at us „...Faster than ever
We can do something
The World is Heating up: FAST
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Choice: Adapt for Quality of life
Biggest Opportunities

Saving money on energy

Be Efficient: Energy inspection

Solarize

Clean energy for immediate reward

Energy Trust, Oregon Department of Energy, Federal Tax Credits.

Invest $1 per watt now, resale, get $2 watt
Electric Cars Pay for Themselves: Range 200-600 miles

Driving in Oregon?
100 miles will cost you...

In a gas-powered vehicle
$12.16

In an electric vehicle
$3.41

Support electric vehicles in Oregon:
ucsusa.org/OregonEVs
ADAPT: Options & Benefits

CLIMATE CHANGE: SOLUTIONS & OPPORTUNITIES
for Central Oregon

$25

- Our Future is in Our Hands
- SOLAR for Everyone
- Funding Your Solution
- What Individuals, Businesses and Government Can Do Today

A Conference for Everyone

OCT 3-4

REGISTER at www.350deschutes.org • Mt Bachelor Village Conference Center